
Alberta residents using “buckets and chains” to block motorists from using their driveways 

The Shops at the Crossing 
(north side of Alberta) 

Bird’s Eye View of Site 
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December 10, 2013 Meeting Agenda Item No. 5a 
 

To:  Chairperson Greg Ouellette and the Planning Commission  

From:  Steven J. Cohen, Director of Community Development 

Submitted:  December 3, 2013 

Subject:  Motion – Recommendation for Approval of Revised Site Plan / The Shoppes at Baldwin Square 
 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a request for Revised Site Plan approval to construct a new curb cut to Alberta from the 13,865 sq. ft. multi-tenant 
retail center at 3975 Baldwin Road.  The property is zoned B-1, Limited Business district.   
 
BACKGROUND 
As a little background, when The Shops at the Crossing 
(north) and former La-Z-Boy store – now The Shoppes 
at Baldwin Square (south) were constructed in the early 
2000’s across from Great Lakes Crossing Outlets, it was 
the City’s preference that these retail projects not allow 
vehicular access onto Alberta.   
 
Why? The City wanted to prevent unnecessary cut-
through traffic in the neighborhood.  Both developers 
accepted the City’s wishes, thus these projects were 
only permitted access to Baldwin and Lake Angelus 
Roads.  
 
However, once built and operational the Emergency 
Services Department began to observe drivers 
becoming confused about where to turn into these 
businesses.  Many people mistakenly turned onto 
Alberta looking to shop or eat.  With no way to enter 
these retail parking lots from Alberta, motorists began to 
use homeowner’s driveways to turn around and go back 
to Baldwin Road. This problem became worse in recent 
years with the re-birth of the former La-Z-Boy into The 
Shoppes at Baldwin Square which includes the popular 
Qdoba Mexican Grill and Five Guys Burgers and Fries. 
 
As a result many Alberta residents became frustrated.  Some called us. Others addressed the situation on their own by 
placing buckets and chains in their driveways to block motorists from using their property to turn around.  This was an 
unintended consequence to what we thought was smart land use policy at the time.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

The Shoppes at Baldwin Square 
(south side of Alberta) 
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Recommended Action: 
“Move to recommend to City Council approval of the Revised Site Plan for            

The Shoppes at Baldwin Square subject to staff and consultant conditions.” 
 

 
 
 

Location of Proposed Curb Cut to Alberta  

Site Plan Excerpt - Showing the Location of the Proposed Curb Cut to Alberta 

Proposed 

Curb Cut   

 
Understanding that something had to be done, the Planning Commission directed staff on June 25, 2013 to 
address this challenge.  Using basic traffic assumptions and best practices, staff recommended that access for both 
retail centers be added to Alberta. 
 
On August 27, 2013, the Commission authorized staff 
to administratively approve curb cuts to Alberta for 
the two shopping centers.   
 
On October 15, 2013, a courtesy letter was mailed to 
the 11 property owners along Alberta, between 
Manitoba and Baldwin, advising them of the 
Commission’s decision.  Shortly after, staff received 
calls from three residents raising concern with the 
decision.  The primary issue stated was potential 
congestion caused by vehicles stacking westward back 
from Baldwin Road blocking the new strip mall curb cut 
and residential driveways. 
 
To address these questions, staff authorized OHM to 
conduct a detailed traffic impact study using the City’s 
traffic model.  Note: The traffic study only focused on the 
curb cut to The Shoppes at Baldwin Square (south) since 
it was later determined that a curb cut to The Shops at the 
Crossing (north) would be cost prohibitive at this time due  
to a large berm and utilities being in the way.  
 
After studying the model, OHM concluded that the proposed curb cut will function at acceptable levels.  Thus, a 
Revised Site Plan has been brought forward for formal approval so that the public could be notified of the proposal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
Recommend approval of the Revised Site Plan to allow the new curb cut to Alberta. 
 
 

Note:  Handicapped 
spaces to be relocated 


